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Strobe ball base

Mounting screws

Check the bundle
Before using this product, please make sure that all included items are 
included.

Hex wrench

YS-D3 DUO Diffuser

Silicon grease

●Strap for diffuser

Rubber Cap for 
Fiber Optic Socket



Name of each part

Connector Cap
（P.E-19）Rubber Cap for

Fiber Optic Socket

Explosion-proof valve

Target light
(P.E-13)

Fiber-optic
cable socket
(for additional
strobe)(P.E-21)

Strap eyelet
(P.E-29)

Fiber-optic
cable hook
(P.E-21)

Fiber-optic cable socket
(Slave sensor)(P.E-21)

Battery cap
(P.E-17)

Mode switch
(P.E-12)

Target light
switch
(P.E-13)

Connector cap(P.E-19)

READY / TTL lamp
(P.E-14)

Fiber-optic
cable socket
(for additional
strobe)(P.E-21)

Light level control
(P.E-13)



Name of each part

Switch operation

Mode switch
OFF Turn off the power. Turn [OFF] when not in use.

What is pre-luminescence?
Some digital cameras use a pre-flash to adjust the light before shooting (main flash). This 
pre-lighting is called pre-lighting.

RC Set when using the wireless RC system of the 
OM SYSTEM camera.

TTL Set for TTL dimming.
●DS-TTL mode is selected.

“DS-TTL mode shooting”（P.E-25）

Each mode and character emission color
The letters on the mode switch and light intensity control dial emit light in a predetermined 
emission color for each mode. The following table shows the luminescence colors in each 
mode.

Various settings can be made in the customize mode.（P.E-31）

Mode Optical fiber Synchro code

Orange

Green

Blue

Red

-

-

-

Light blue

Green

White Slow Flashing/Blue Slow Flashing/Red Slow Flashing

DS-TTL

RC

TTL

Customize

Manual 1

Manual 2

Always attach the "Rubber Cap for Fiber Optic Socket" to the fiber optic socket except 
when attaching the fiber optic cable. If the power is turned on while the optical sensor 
is exposed, the optical sensor may react to external light and unexpected light 
emission may occur.

Caution Do not turn on the power with the light sensor exposed

M [ ]

Set when setting to Manual 1.
●Set the digital camera with pre-flash function.

Set when setting to Manual 2.
●Set the digital camera without pre-flash function.

*Press and hold the target light button to switch between Manual 1 and Manual 2.

M [ ]



●The flash pattern of the built-in flash differs depending on the model of the digital 
camera. Since it is necessary to set a customized mode depending on the flash 
pattern, please check the setting by firing a test flash before shooting.

 “Check mode switch”（P.E-26）
●The power will automatically turn off (auto power off) after 60 minutes of inactivity 

since the power was turned on or since the last light was emitted. When turning on 
the power again, set the mode switch to [OFF] once and then set the desired mode.

●This strobe remembers the state in which it was turned off, so if the power is turned 
off in Manual 2 mode, the strobe will start up in Manual 2 mode the next time the 
power is turned on.

Name of each part

Target Light Button

●The target light will remain on until the button is pressed to turn the light off, the 
mode switch is set to [OFF], or the power is turned off with auto power off.

●The brightness of the target light may become unstable depending on the amount 
of remaining battery power, but this is not a malfunction.

Caution

Press the button to turn the target light on at high 
intensity. Press the button again to turn on the target 
light at a low intensity, and again to turn it off.
If the strobe fires while the target light is on, the target 
light will turn off and turn on again after 0.5 seconds.
In manual mode, holding this button down for 3 
seconds alternates between manual 1 and manual 2 
modes.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial
When the mode is set to [       ] or [     ], light intensity can 
be adjusted in 11 steps (GN: 1 / 1.4 / 2 / 2.8 / 4 / 5.6 / 8 / 
11 / 16 / 22 / 33). The light intensity setting can be checked 
using the pointer.

When set to [TTL] or [RC] and connected via fiber-optic cable, EV compensation 
from +2.0EV to -2.0EV is possible.
(EV : -2.0 / -1.5 / -1.0 / -0.7 / -0.3 / N(+/-0) / +0.3 / +0.7 / +1.0 / +1.5 / +2.0)

Caution

Push



Name of each part

*The buzzer can be set to mute in the customize 
mode.(P.E-36)

Strobe status is indicated by a lamp display and an 
audible buzzer.

READY/TTL lamp and buzzer

Lamp Indication Buzzer operationState



Name of each part

●Use the hexagonal wrench in the short 
hand direction (shown at right).

●When installing, do not screw in with more 
force than necessary.

A strobe ball base is included with this product. By replacing it with the Strobe 
YS Base (sold separately), you can choose how to attach the strobe to the 
housing depending on the shooting situation.

Use the included 2 mounting screws and 
hexagonal wrench to install.

Set the strobe ball base on the main body 
and lightly tighten the two screws 
(included) by turning them clockwise.

Tighten and secure firmly using an M4 hex 
wrench.

Strobe Ball Base/Strobe YS Base

Strobe
ball base

Strobe
YS base

Strobe ball base

Strobe YS base (sold separately)

Screw

Hex wrench

Hex wrench

Screw



Name of each part

When attaching this product to an arm, etc., insert the fixing bolt into the 
strobe YS base from the direction where the nut is not located and fix it in 
place.

● See "Strobe Ball Base/Strobe YS Base (P.E-15)" 
for details on how to install the Strobe YS Base.

● Be careful not to install the fixing bolt by inserting it from the direction where the nut 
is located, as it may damage the strobe YS base or other components.

●Do not strongly tighten the fixing bolt to the product while the arm or other parts are 
removed.

● Remove the fixing bolt when storing the product. The strobe YS base may be 
deformed, making it difficult to attach the strobe to the arm.

By changing the mounting direction of the 
strobe YS base, the fixing bolt can be 
attached from either the left or right side.

Fixing bolt/Strobe YS Base (sold separately)

Strobe YS Base
（selling separately）

Fixing bolt (sold separately) Fixing bolt (sold separately)

<< Correct >> << Wrong >>

Nut

Installation from the reverse direction

Caution



Put the batteries in

AA alkaline batteries / AA nickel-hydrogen batteries

1 Make sure the mode switch is OFF.

2 Turn the      mark counterclockwise to the 
OPEN (       ) position.

3 Pull the battery cap straight off.

4 ＋-Align the + and - marks and insert 
the battery/batteries.
●Be careful not to misorient the 

battery/batteries.

●Turn the main unit on its side and 
open the battery cap.

Mode switch

Battery cap

To prevent water drops from falling into the battery compartment, please turn the 
unit on its side and open the battery cap.
The following batteries can be used in this product. Four of each are required.

●After maintenance, install the O-ring securely in the designated O-ring groove.
Caution

This product maintains its waterproof performance with O-rings; to take full 
advantage of the O-rings' functions, be sure to maintain the O-rings before 
setting up the product.

●O-rings must be removed for maintenance.

O-ring

Preparation for Shooting
O-ring maintenance

▽



Put the batteries in

● If the lamp is lit yellow, the battery is low. Replace the battery with a charged battery 
or a new battery.

●When installing or replacing the battery, wipe off all moisture and use dry hands. Be 
especially careful of water droplets from hair and wetsuits. Doing so may cause 
electric shock, product mold, malfunction, or flooding.

●Please be sure to use the same type of batteries.
●When replacing batteries, replace all four batteries at the same time.

Caution

7 Turn the         mark clockwise to the 
LOCK position.

●Turn it securely until it clicks into place.

Align the battery cap with the 
OPEN (        ) position and push it 
into the main unit.

Click!!

5 Check that the      and       marks on 
the battery cap are aligned.

●Make sure there are no scratches 
or debris on the O-ring.

6

mark▽ ▽〇

Battery cap

▽



Set up the strobe.
The cords to be connected to this product and various settings differ 
depending on the type of camera/housing to be used.
This section describes the connection method for each connection cord. For 
information on how to take pictures by connection cord, see "Let's take 
pictures" (P.E-25).

Strobe Set Quick Reference Table

●When a sync cord is connected to this product, the automatic recognition function is 
activated and the product cannot be used even if a fiber-optic cable is connected.

注意

Built-in camera flash
External compact TTL strobe
External compact manual strobe
Manual flash trigger
Optical Converter (manual mode)
2-pin connector (sync connector)

M (M1)

M (M2)

M (M2)*

Fiber Optic Cable

Fiber Optic Cable

Synchro code

Manual Shooting
Camera side Mode switch Connection cord

Camera side Mode switch Connection cord

Camera side Mode switch Connection cord

*M2 is automatically selected when the power is turned on with the sync cord connected to the strobe.

TTL撮影

Built-in camera flash
External compact TTL strobe
Optical converter (TTL mode)

TTL Fiber Optic Cable

RC撮影

RC-compatible camera built-in flash (RC mode)

RC-compatible external compact strobe (RC mode)
RC Fiber Optic Cable



Set up the strobe

To make this product emit light using the light from the camera's built-in 
flash, connect it to the camera with a fiber-optic cable (optional). When 
connected to a camera with a fiber-optic cable, this product senses the light 
from the camera's built-in flash and emits light in sync with it.

Connect with fiber optic cable

●Be aware that some housings may not be able to connect the fiber-optic cable.
●Be sure to do this with the strobe power OFF.

Fiber optic cable

Caution

1

2

Insert the fiber-optic cable connector into the 
fiber-optic socket (optical sensor) until it stops

●When an optical fiber is inserted into the fiber-optic 
socket for additional light, it will not emit light 
correctly.

Fiber-optic sockets (for additional light)" 
(P.E-21)

Hook for fiber optics

Thread fiber-optic cable through hooks for fiber optics



Fiber-optic sockets for additional light

Set up the strobe

Caution
●When shooting, be sure to set the camera's built-in flash to the forced-flash mode. If 

the camera's built-in flash does not fire, this product will not fire either. For details on 
how to set the forced-flash mode, please refer to your camera's instruction manual.

●Before using the product, be sure to read the instruction manual for the fiber-optic 
cable and housing carefully.

This product can be used as a main strobe to increase the number of 
strobes. Connect the fiber-optic cable between the fiber-optic cable 
socket of the main strobe and the light receiving sensor of the strobe to 
be augmented.

●If the housing does not have a direct fiber-optic 
cable connection (no fiber-optic cable socket), 
attach a strobe mask (A: optional) to the flash 
window and connect the fiber-optic cable
　(B: optional) is connected.

4 Connect the connector of the fiber-optic cable 
to the plug of the housing

YS-D3 DUO
(Main strobe)

Additional strobe

Fiber-optic sockets for additional light Fiber-optic sockets for additional light



When using this product with a camera housing equipped with a strobe 
connector/converter connector, use a sync cord (optional) to connect.

Connect with a sync cord

1 Remove the connector cap of the sync cord and check the O-ring
 (strobe side/camera/housing side)
●Make sure there are no scratches, debris, etc., and apply a thin layer of silicon 

grease.

2 Remove strobe connector cap

Connector Cap
●The synchro cord must be installed with the 

power turned off; otherwise, it may emit a 
false light.

Caution

Set up the strobe

3

●Tighten the screws securely.
●When disconnecting the sync cord, loosen ①, hold the base of the sync 

cord connector, and pull it straight out.
●Do not pull on the cord.

4 Align ① with the strobe screw and turn 
until it stops.

Align the convex part of the strobe's 
connector with the concave part of the 
sync cord's connector and plug it 
straight in

5 Remove the housing connector cap

6 Align the circle mark on the sync cord 
(or the concave part at the tip) with the 
circle mark on the strobe connector (or 
the convex part inside) and insert it 
straight into the strobe.

7 Align B on the sync cord with the strobe 
connector screw and turn until it stops.

A

Concavity

①

Convexity

Pin

B
C



Set up the strobe

●Do not touch the connector terminals with your fingers. Do not allow silicon grease 
to adhere to the metal terminals of the connector. If silicon grease should adhere to 
the connector, clean it with alcohol.

Caution

●When disconnecting the sync cord, be sure to attach 
the connector cap to protect the connector.

●Be sure to attach the connector cap to the synchro 
cord to protect the connector when the synchro cord 
is disconnected and washed in water.

●Be sure to read the instruction manual for the synchro 
cord carefully before use.

●Tighten the screws securely.
●When removing the sync cord, loosen C and B in this order, then hold A and pull it 

straight out.
●Do not pull on the cord.

8 Turn C of the sync cord until it stops.



1. Set camera/TTL converter to TTL
2. Check the list of pre-flash cancel settings and light input settings of the camera in use and change the 

settings of this strobe.

Quick Setup Guide
Depending on your shooting style, you may need to change camera/flash 
settings. Please refer to the following to confirm the necessary settings.

Customize Mode" (P.E-31)

List of settings by camera" (P.E-44)



Take a picture

●If this product is used to emit light continuously, a protection circuit will be activated 
to limit the amount of light emitted.
Please stop using the product until the lamp returns from blinking yellow to lit green.

●Do not use the product with the light-emitting part of the product covered.
●Do not look directly at the light-emitting part of the product.

Caution

When shooting with a digital camera, be sure to set the camera's built-in 
flash to the forced-flash mode. If the camera's built-in flash does not fire, 
this product will not fire either.

When connected via fiber-optic cable

●The red-eye reduction function should be deactivated.
●The camera's built-in flash should be set to not emit AF auxiliary light.

Caution

1 Set the mode switch to [TTL].

2 Adjust the light intensity control dial.

3 Shooting

Effective when there is an optical converter or camera's built-in flash or 
another strobe connected to the camera. Please check the compatible 
models.

DS-TTL mode shooting

●When using this product with a sync cord connected to an SLR housing or other 
equipment, DS-TTL cannot be used.

● To shoot with DS-TTL, you need to use an optical converter or use the camera's 
built-in flash or another TTL strobe connected to the camera. When connected to a 
strobe, DS-TTL cannot be used if the strobe does not pre-flash.

●The compensation using the light level control dial may not be effective depending on 
the shooting conditions or camera settings.

Caution

●Before shooting, please set the pre-flash cancel and light input settings according to your 
photographic equipment.

        See P.E-44 for details.



Take a picture

RC mode shooting

1 Set the mode switch to [RC].

2 Adjust the light intensity on the camera side.
●The strobe's light intensity control dial can also be used.

3 Shooting

To shoot in RC mode with a camera equipped with an RC system, set the 
camera to RC mode.

● Channel and group settings can be made in the customize mode.
         See P.E-34 for details.



Take a picture

Use the light level control dial to adjust the flash output for shooting.
Manual Shooting

1 Set the mode to Manual 1 [       ] or Manual 2 [     ].

1 Set the camera in the housing with the built-in flash set to forced-flash mode, and 
connect this product with the fiber-optic cable.

2 Adjust the light intensity control dial.

3 Shooting

●Set to [         ] when shooting with a digital camera that has a pre-flash function.

●Select [      ] when shooting with a digital camera that does not have a pre-flash function.

2 Set the mode switch of the product to [       ] and 
the light intensity control dial to [33], and take a 
picture of the light emitting part of the product from 
the front.

●Be sure to use the camera's built-in flash.

3 Check the images you have taken.

●If the light-emitting area of the product is white or the 
entire screen is pure white, the setting is correct 
(synchronized).

●If the light emitting area is dark (not in sync), change the 
pre-flash cancel setting (5 types available) in the 
Customize mode, take another picture of the product 
from the front of the light emitting area, and check the 
image. (P.J-30)

You can check if the mode setting is correct by shooting this product with 
a digital camera. In addition, the built-in flash pattern of a digital camera 
may change depending on the shooting mode. When the shooting mode 
of the camera is changed, check the mode switch setting again.

Confirmation of mode

*Long press of the target light button alternates the mode.



Take a picture

Use the light level control dial to adjust the flash output for shooting.
Manual Shooting

When connected with a synchro cord

1 Turn mode switch to [M].

2 Adjust the light intensity control dial.

3 Shooting

When a sync cord is connected, the mode is fixed to Manual 2 [      ].

Take a picture



click!!

Use a diffuser

Install

●Make sure that the diffuser is properly installed before use. Failure to do 
so may cause the diffuser to drop out, get lost, or break during use.

A diffuser is included with this product. Please use it according to your 
photographic application.

● GN:28（FULL Luminescence）, Angle of illumination：100°×110°

Caution

1 Thread the included diffuser strap through the strap hole on the product.

2 Set the diffuser on the strobe body

Target light

Strap hole

3 Turn the diffuser clockwise and set it firmly 
until it clicks into place.

Take a picture



Take a picture

Detach

1 Turn the diffuser counterclockwise and 
remove it.

Shooting Tip!
●When shooting in bright locations, the camera tends to overexpose the image.
　If the camera's exposure compensation cannot fully adjust the exposure, lower the 

camera's ISO sensitivity or extend the length of the arm to minimize the distance 
between the product and the subject.

●When used in conjunction with other products such as LED lights, the camera may 
overexpose the image due to the mixed light. Turn off the light when taking macro 
shots, especially when shooting close up to the subject.



Customize mode

6 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the desired mode.

7 Press and hold the target light 
button to determine the mode.

8 The buzzer sounds and the 
READY/TTL lamp turns blue to 
complete the setting.

*If the light turns red, the setting has failed.
Please try the setting again.

5
7
8

6

Light level control dial and pre-flash cancel mode

Change the light intensity adjustment 
dial to the position shown in the table at 
right, and press the target light button to 
change to the mode shown in the table 
at right.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial Mode
1
2

5.6
16
33

A（Factory Default）

B
C
D
E

● Set the strobe according to the camera.

This setting is required for Optical DS-TTL and Manual 2 shooting.

         See P.E-44 for details.

1 Make sure the mode switch is set 
to OFF.

2 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "5.6" position.

3 While holding down the target light button, 
turn the mode switch to [TTL].

4 The panel blinks blue and the DS-TTL setting 
starts.

1 2

5 Release the target light button.

3



Customize mode

9 Turn the mode switch to turn the power OFF.

10 The settings are saved and the customize mode is closed.

6 Turn the mode switch to "RC".

7 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the desired mode.

8 Press and hold the target light 
button to determine the mode.

9 The buzzer sounds and the 
READY/TTL lamp turns blue to 
complete the setting.

*If the light turns red, the setting has failed.
Please try the setting again.

6 8 9 7

Set the strobe settings to match the camera.

1 Make sure the mode switch is set 
to OFF.

2 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "5.6" position.

3 While holding down the target light button, 
turn the mode switch to [TTL].

4 The panel blinks blue and the DS-TTL setting 
starts.

1 2

5 Release the target light button.

3

         See P.J-44 for details.



Customize mode

10 Turn the mode switch to turn the power OFF.

11 The settings are saved and the customize mode is closed.

Light level control dial and light input mode

Change the light intensity adjustment 
dial to the position shown in the table at 
right, and press the target light button to 
change to the mode shown in the table 
at right.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial Mode
1

1.4
2

2.8
4

5.6
8

11
16
22
33

10（Factory Default）

14
20
28

80
110
160
220
330

40
56



Customize mode

1 Make sure the mode switch is set 
to OFF.

2 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "5.6" position.

3 While holding down the target light button, 
turn the mode switch to [RC].

4 The panel flashes red and the RC mode setting 
is initiated.

1 2

5 Release the target light button.

3

10 Turn the mode switch to turn the power OFF.

11 The settings are saved and the customize mode is closed.

6 Turn the mode switch to "TTL".

7 Turn the light level control dial to 
the desired channel.

8 Press and hold the target light 
button.

9 The buzzer sounds and the 
READY/TTL lamp turns blue to 
complete the setting.

6 8 9 7

Light level control dial and channel number

Change the light intensity adjustment 
dial to the position shown in the table at 
right, and press the target light button to 
change to the mode shown in the table 
at right.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial Channel
1
2

2.8
4

1 （Factory Default）

2
3
4

*If the light turns red, the setting has failed.
Please try the setting again.



Customize mode

6 Turn the mode switch to "RC".

7 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the desired group.

8 Press and hold the target light 
button.

9 The buzzer sounds and the 
READY/TTL lamp turns blue to 
complete the setting.

6 8 9 7

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial and Group

Change the light intensity adjustment 
dial to the position shown in the table at 
right, and press the target light button to 
change to the mode shown in the table 
at right.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial Group
1

5.6
33

Group A（Factory Default）

Group B
Group C

10 Turn the mode switch to turn the power OFF.

11 The settings are saved and the customize mode is closed.

1 Make sure the mode switch is set 
to OFF.

2 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "5.6" position.

3 While holding down the target light button, 
turn the mode switch to [RC].

4 The panel flashes red and the RC mode setting 
is initiated.

1 2

5 Release the target light button.

3

*If the light turns red, the setting has failed.
Please try the setting again.



Customize mode

1 Make sure the mode switch is set 
to OFF.

2 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "5.6" position.

3 While holding down the target light button, 
turn the mode switch to [M].

4 The panel flashes white and the system setup 
begins.

1 2

5 Release the target light button.

3

6 Turn the mode switch to "TTL".

7 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the desired mode.

8 Press and hold the target light 
button.

9 The buzzer sounds and the 
READY/TTL lamp turns blue to 
complete the setting.

6 8 9 7

Light level control dial and buzzer/panel setting

Change the light intensity adjustment 
dial to the position shown in the table at 
right, and press the target light button 
to change to the mode shown in the 
table at right.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial Mode
1
4
8
33

Buzzer off
Buzzer on（Factory Default）

Panel lighting off

Panel lighting on（Factory Default）

10 Turn the mode switch to turn the power OFF.

11 The settings are saved and the customize mode is closed.

*If the light turns red, the setting has failed.
Please try the setting again.



Customize mode

1 Make sure the mode switch is set 
to OFF.

2 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "5.6" position.

3 While holding down the target light button, 
turn the mode switch to [M].

4 The panel flashes white and the system setup 
begins.

1 2

5 Release the target light button.

3

6 Turn the mode switch to "M".

7 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the desired mode.

8 Press and hold the target button.

9 The buzzer sounds and the 
READY/TTL lamp turns blue to 
complete the setting.

6 8 9 7

Auto power off
To reduce power consumption, the power is automatically turned off when 
there is no signal input for a certain period of time. To resume use, turn the 
power back on.

Sleep
To reduce power consumption, the READY/TTL lamp blinks in light blue 
when there is no signal input for a certain period of time, and the unit enters 
the power-saving mode. When a signal input is received, the mode returns 
to normal.

*If the light turns red, the setting has failed.
Please try the setting again.



Customize mode

10 Turn the mode switch to turn the power OFF.

11 The settings are saved and the customize mode is closed.

Light level control dial and auto power off setting

Change the light intensity adjustment dial to 
the position shown in the table at right, and 
press the target light button to change to the 
mode shown in the table at right.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial Auto power off
1

1.4
2

2.8

4

5分
10分
30分

None

60分（Factory Default）

Light level control dial and sleep setting
Change the light intensity adjustment dial to 
the position shown in the table at right, and 
press the target light button to change to the 
mode shown in the table at right.

Light Quantity Adjustment Dial Sleep
8

11
16
22

33

5 min.
10 min.
30 min.
60 min.

None（Factory Default）



Customize mode

1 Make sure the mode switch is set 
to OFF.

2 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "5.6" position.

3 While holding down the target light button, 
turn the mode switch to [M].

4 The panel flashes white and the system setup 
begins.

1 2

5 Release the target light button.

3

6 Turn the mode switch to "RC".

7 Turn the light intensity control dial 
to the "33" position.

8 Press and hold the target light 
button.

9 The buzzer sounds, the READY/TTL 
lamp lights up light blue and then 
turns off, and the power turns off.

6 8 9 7

10 Reset completed.

(Restore factory defaults)

*If the light turns red, the setting has failed.
Please try the setting again.



Care and storage precautions
Caution

●After use, be sure to soak the product in fresh water 
thoroughly as shown in the illustration under 
waterproof conditions, and then wash it under running 
water. Wash moving parts (levers, buttons, etc.) while 
moving them. Do not move the battery cap when 
washing.

●If the product is not sufficiently soaked in fresh water or simply rinsed under running water, 
salt will remain, and as it dries, the salt will crystallize and will not dissolve easily in water. 
Salt crystals adhering to the product are very difficult to remove and may cause flooding, 
so be sure to soak the product thoroughly in fresh water.

●After washing the product in water, wipe it dry with a soft, dry cloth and hang it in the 
shade to dry.

●Do not use heat-generating equipment to force dry the product, as this may cause 
deformation or damage to the product.

●When not using the product for a long period of time, please store it away from high 
temperatures, high humidity, direct sunlight, and extremely cold temperatures.

●After using the product, remove the battery from the product and store it in a safe place.
●After use, please maintain the O-rings before storing them. We recommend that you 

inspect the O-rings before and after use and replace them as soon as possible.
●Although it depends on the frequency of use and storage conditions, we recommend that 

you have the product overhauled (for a fee) once every two years after purchase in order 
to maintain the performance of the product.

●If the camera is not to be used for a long period of time, please insert the battery or 
batteries and perform a test flash once a month to prevent deterioration of the internal 
electronic parts. Also, operate the controls in the same way as when actually shooting.



READY/TTL lamp does not light

Troubleshooting
Please check the following items. If the condition does not improve after 
checking the following items, please contact our customer service.

●Is the battery inserted? (P.E-17)
● Are the batteries facing the right way? (P.E-17) 
●Are old batteries being used? (P.E-17) 
● Is the battery cover securely closed? (P.E-18)
● If the light is emitted continuously, the internal protection circuit will be activated. Turn off 

the power and leave the product in a cool place for a while before use.
● If the product is left in a high temperature place, the internal protection circuit will be 

activated. Please leave the product in a cool place for a while before use.

●Is the flash mode of the camera's built-in flash/main strobe compatible with that of the 
YS-D3 DUO? (P.J-23)

●For details, please refer to the "Customize" section of the YS-D3 DUO introduction page 
on our website.

●Is the fiber-optic cable firmly connected? (P.J-20)

●Is the camera's built-in flash/main strobe firing? (P.J-23)

●Is the TTL converter or optical sync unit firing? (P.J-23)

●If a sync cord is attached, the strobe will not fire. Please unplug the sync cord before use. 
(P.J-18)

No luminescence

●Is the sync cord firmly connected? (P.J-18)
●Is the metal pin of the connector rusted? If rusted or damaged, contact our customer 

service.

No luminescence

The image taken is dark although the light is flashing in manual shooting.

Connected by fiber-optic cable

Connect with synchro cord



Automatically turns off

Troubleshooting

●Auto power off mode is activated. To turn on the power again, set the mode switch to 
[OFF] once and then set the desired mode. (P.E-13)

●Is the fiber-optic cable firmly connected? (P.E-21)
Is the light level control dial set to +/- compensation in DS-TTL mode? (P.E-13)
●The correction with the light level control dial may not be effective depending on the 

shooting conditions or camera settings.

Image taken in DS-TTL mode is too bright/dark



33 (with FULL flash)
28 (with diffuser)

80°×105°
100°×110°（When using diffuser）

610ｇ（Main unit only, batteries and ball base not included）

-20g（Batteries and ball base included）

Mode switch (OFF /         /      /DS-TTL)
Target light switch (ON HIGH / ON LOW / OFF)
Light level control dial

W92×H111×D147（Ball base not included）

100ｍ

Polycarbonate resin, ABS resin

1℃～40℃

Alkaline AA batteries: approx. 3.5 sec.
Ni-MH AA batteries: approx. 1.7 sec.

Alkaline AA batteries: approx. 140 times
Ni-MH AA batteries: approx. 220 times*2

1.5V alkaline AA batteries x 4
1.2V Ni-MH AA battery x 4

5800°K
5500°K（When using diffuser）

READY lamp (LED lights red when charging is complete)

TTL lamp (LED lights green for about 2 seconds when auto-dimming is activated)

Diffuser, Ball mount, Silicone grease

*1 Number of emissions and recycle time are values at FULL emission and vary depending on battery 
manufacturer, temperature, and frequency of use.

*2 Data values for the number of flashes and recycle time of Ni-MH batteries were measured using 2500mAh 
(eneloop pro).

Control section

Operation indication

Accessories

Submerged mass
Mass

Size

Pressure seismic intensity

Body Material

Operating temperature

Usable battery

Recycle Time*2

Number of luminous flashes*1

Color temperature

Illumination angle

Guide No.

Specification



(As of August 2023.8)

D850

D810

D800

D700

D600

D500

D7200

D7100

D7000

Z7II

Z6II

Z7

Z6

5DMKIII

5DMKIV

7DMKII

R

R5

a1

a9II

a7SII

a7SIII

a7RIII

a7RIV

a7RV

a7III

a7IV

NA TTL converter Nikon ch1 - A(Default setting） mode 10　(Default setting）

NA TTL converter Canon
（Small strobe）

- - A(Default setting） mode 220

NA TTL converter II sony FE ch6 -

NA TTL converter II sony C ch6 -

NA TTL converter II sony E ch6 -

AOI RC commander - A(Default setting） mode 10(Default setting）

A
(Default setting）

A
(Default setting）

A
(Default setting）

mode 10
(Default setting）

D2 mode
D3II mode

Optical converter for MDX/CR D1 mode 28

A
(Default setting）

A
(Default setting）

mode 80

Converter Setting

mode 56

Maker ＴＴＬ converter Camera

Optical converter for MDX/S1
Optical converter for MDX/S2

D2 mode（S1）
D3II mode（S2）

Optical converter for MDX/N1

Optical converter for MDX/C2

Optical input settingPre-flash cancel setting

NAUTICAM

SEA&SEA

D2 mode
D3II mode

mode 28
A

(Default setting）

mode 10
(Default setting）

List of settings by camera

When shooting in RC mode with an OM SYSTEMS (OLYMPUS) camera, no 
custom settings are required. Select "RC mode shooting" in the flash mode 
setting on the camera side; YS-D3 DUO should be set to "RC" for shooting 
mode.

*For details on "RC mode shooting," please refer to the user's manual of the camera to be used. 

List of strobe settings (TTL converter)



IXY 410F *1 *2

Power Shot  SX230HS *2

Power Shot  S100

Power Shot  G1 X *2

Power Shot  D20

Power Shot  S110 *2

Power Shot  G15 *2

Power Shot  S120 *2

Power Shot  G16 *2

Power Shot  G1 X  MarkⅡ

Power Shot  G7 X

Power Shot  G7 X  MarkⅡ

Power Shot  G9 X  MarkⅡ

KissX2

KissX3

KissX4

KissX5

KissX6i

KissX7i

KissX7

KissX8i

Kiss X9i

7D

7DMKII

70D

80D

M5

R50

　 ・We do not perform firmware verification of all cameras. We select the models to be verified based on our standards. If you wish to update your camera, please contact us for further information.

【Canon】

DSLR

manual 1 / TTL

manual 1 / TTL

Forced luminescence

Forced luminescence

*1 MENU ⇒ Strobe Control ⇒ Auto Red-eye Correction should be set to "OFF".

*2 When the camera mode is set to M, the camera's built-in flash will fire manually without pre-flash, so set the mode dial to [   ].⚡ 

DS-TTL and DS-TTLⅡ may not work properly with housings made by other manufacturers due to the position of the fiber-optic cable. Please check with the housing manufacturer in advance for compatibility.

General settings and cautions for strobe photography
・The camera's built-in flash should be set to the forced-flash mode. The red-eye reduction setting should be turned off.

・The ISO setting is 100 or 200 when the camera is checked for compatibility. If the ISO sensitivity is set to auto or higher, the amount of light emitted may be reduced and the brightness may not be appropriate.

・When a fiber-optic cable deteriorates and the light transmitted to the strobe is reduced due to a broken core in the cable sheath, etc., the strobe does not dim properly, does not fire at full intensity, or does not fire at all.

Mirrorless
cameras

Compact
digital

camera

Camera Camera flash setting Optical input settingPre-flash cancel settingStrobe mode dial

mode 10(Default setting）A(Default setting）

・The DS-TTLII function cannot be used when the camera's built-in flash is set to manual flash (flash without pre-flash).

・Please turn off the function on cameras that use the built-in flash for auxiliary light for AF. (Mainly Canon cameras)

Forced luminescence

A(Default setting） mode 160

A(Default setting） mode 160manual 1 / TTL

DSLR

Mirrorless
cameras

(As of August 2023.8)

D7000

D7100

D7200

D300S

D500

D600

D700

D800/D800E

D810

Nikon1 J1/J2

Nikon1 J4

Nikon1 J3

Nikon1 S1

　 ・We do not perform firmware verification of all cameras. We select the models to be verified based on our standards. If you wish to update your camera, please contact us for further information.

・The ISO setting is 100 or 200 when the camera is checked for compatibility. If the ISO sensitivity is set to auto or higher, the amount of light emitted may be reduced and the brightness may not be appropriate.

・When a fiber-optic cable deteriorates and the light transmitted to the strobe is reduced due to a broken core in the cable sheath, etc., the strobe does not dim properly, does not fire at full intensity, or does not fire at all.

*DS-TTL and DS-TTLⅡ may not work properly with housings made by other manufacturers due to the position of the fiber-optic cable. Please check with the housing manufacturer in advance for compatibility.

General settings and cautions for strobe photography
・The camera's built-in flash should be set to the forced-flash mode. The red-eye reduction setting should be turned off.

・The DS-TTLII function cannot be used when the camera's built-in flash is set to manual flash (flash without pre-flash).

・For cameras that use the built-in flash for auxiliary light for AF, please turn off the function.

Optical input setting

ストロボ設定一覧（カメラ内蔵フラッシュ）

【Nikon】

Camera Pre-flash cancel settingStrobe mode dialCamera flash setting

mode 330Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL A(Default setting）

Forced luminescence

Forced luminescence

manual 1 / TTL

manual 1 / TTL

C

D

mode 330

mode 330

List of settings by camera

List of strobe settings (camera's built-in flash)
(As of August 2023.8)



RX100

RX100Ⅱ

RX100Ⅲ

RX100Ⅳ

RX100Ⅴ

α6000

α6300

α6500

　 ・We do not perform firmware verification of all cameras. We select the models to be verified based on our standards. If you wish to update your camera, please contact us for further information.

・When a fiber-optic cable deteriorates and the light transmitted to the strobe is reduced due to a broken core in the cable sheath, etc., the strobe does not dim properly, does not fire at full intensity, or does not fire at all.

・The camera's built-in flash should be set to the forced-flash mode. The red-eye reduction setting should be turned off.

・The DS-TTLII function cannot be used when the camera's built-in flash is set to manual flash (flash without pre-flash).

・For cameras that use the built-in flash for auxiliary light for AF, please turn off the function.

・The ISO setting is 100 or 200 when the camera is checked for compatibility. If the ISO sensitivity is set to auto or higher, the amount of light emitted may be reduced and the brightness may not be appropriate.

General settings and cautions for strobe photography

　*DS-TTL and DS-TTLⅡ may not work properly with housings made by other manufacturers due to the position of the fiber-optic cable. Please check with the housing manufacturer in advance for compatibility.

Forced luminescence

【Sony】

Strobe mode dialCamera Camera flash setting Pre-flash cancel setting Optical input setting

mode 14Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL A(Default setting）

manual 1 / TTL A(Default setting） mode 80

List of settings by camera

Mirrorless
cameras

Mirrorless
cameras

Compact
digital

camera

Mirrorless

Compact
digital

camera

Compact
digital

camera

List of strobe settings (camera's built-in flash)

List of strobe settings (camera's built-in flash)

(As of August 2023.8)

DMC-GH4

DC-GH5

RICOH GR  DIGITAL  Ⅳ Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL
A

(Default setting）
mode 10

(Default setting）

X10

X20

XQ1

XQ2

X-H1/EF-X8 Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL A(Default setting） mode 10(Default setting）

1G

2G

6G Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL E mode 10(Default setting）

　 ・We do not perform firmware verification of all cameras. We select the models to be verified based on our standards. If you wish to update your camera, please contact us for further information.

・The ISO setting is 100 or 200 when the camera is checked for compatibility. If the ISO sensitivity is set to auto or higher, the amount of light emitted may be reduced and the brightness may not be appropriate.

・When a fiber-optic cable deteriorates and the light transmitted to the strobe is reduced due to a broken core in the cable sheath, etc., the strobe does not dim properly, does not fire at full intensity, or does not fire at all.

　*DS-TTL and DS-TTLⅡ may not work properly with housings made by other manufacturers due to the position of the fiber-optic cable. Please check with the housing manufacturer in advance for compatibility.

General settings and cautions for strobe photography
・The camera's built-in flash should be set to the forced-flash mode. The red-eye reduction setting should be turned off.

・The DS-TTLII function cannot be used when the camera's built-in flash is set to manual flash (flash without pre-flash).

・For cameras that use the built-in flash for auxiliary light for AF, please turn off the function.

Camera flash setting Pre-flash cancel setting Optical input settingStrobe mode dial

【Richo】

メーカー

【Panasonic】

Strobe mode dial

Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL C

Camera Camera flash setting Pre-flash cancel setting

Camera

mode 10(Default setting）

Optical input setting

Pre-flash cancel setting Optical input setting

【Fujifilm】

Strobe mode dialタイプ Camera Camera flash setting

Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL A(Default setting） mode 10(Default setting）

A(Default setting） mode 10(Default setting）

【SEA&SEA】

Camera Camera flash setting Pre-flash cancel setting Optical input settingStrobe mode dial

Forced luminescence manual 1 / TTL

(As of August 2023.8)



Lamp display Buzzer operation DetailsCondition

Operation in case of warning or abnormality

The light-emitting operation is temporarily 
stopped because the internal temperature 
has reached or exceeded the speci f ied 
value. When the temperature drops to the 
default value, the lamp display turns green 
and light-emitting operation is resumed.

The light-emitting operation is temporarily 
stopped due to an abnormal input to the light 
center from a large sun light or room light. 
When the light input becomes normal, the 
lamp display turns green and light-emitting 
operation is resumed.

Low battery condition; auto power off after 
10 seconds.

Internal abnormality detected; auto power off 
after 10 sec.




